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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is a business plan for ABC Company of an individual entrepreneur that will
provide electric vehicle charging in the United Kingdom. From the external analysis
presented in this business plan it can be concluded that the company will operate in a
good business climate: the UK has high developed technology sector and technology
economy has very strengths, the UK worldwide is very high ranked (12th worldwide) in
terms of quality of life. There is a remarkable increase in the demand for electric vehicles
in the United Kingdom, the number of electric cars could surge to 9 million by 2030.
Regarding the global electric vehicle market, there is a positive growth, worldwide, with
a significant rise in the adoption of electric vehicles in the past few years. The research
shows that in 2016 according to, there was a new record of new electric cars registrations
worldwide, over 750 thousand new sales worldwide. In the global market, United
Kingdom has electric car market share close to 1.5%. There are predictions that the
global electric vehicle charger market will grow at a CAGR of more than 29% during
the 2016-2020 period. In addition, there will be 30 million battery electric vehicles
(BEVs) to be in use worldwide by 2025. In the last few years, there was a remarkable
increase in the demand of electric vehicles in the United Kingdom, There are more than
130,000 new registrations by the end of December 2017.
ABC can expect many potential customers since the industry is clearly on the rise and the
market is expanding. There is a rising competitiveness in the market since the market is
expanding. There are 6 direct competitors for ABC in the market.
The internal analysis had a positive outcome as well: ABC will offer high-quality home
charging box and their price will be set below the average price level since the company
will have lower prices than the competitors. The main promotional goal will be to raise
awareness of the company’s existence by using flyers, billboards, and the online
promotional channel, via social media, e-mail marketing, etc.
From the SWOT analysis conducted by summarizing the information gathered in the
external and internal analysis, the company’s strengths and the market opportunities
outnumber the company’s weaknesses and potential threats on the market. For the
identified weakness and possible threats, risk management strategies are provided.
The beginning capital for maintaining the business is £150,000. The company’s three-year
financial results show great promise. The net profit prognosis for the forecasted period is

that the business will operate with a surplus of £310,699 in the first year and £297,787 the
second and the third year.

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
The external analysis of this business plan in contained from three main parts: market and
industry overview, competition overview and PEST analysis. The first part will focus on
elaborating and explaining market and industry where the product belongs, market
segmentation, customer preferences, and industry trends. In the second part, we will review
the direct and the indirect competitors. And in the last part, we will analyze the business
climate in the country and how that affects our business. The aim of the external analysis is
to provide insight to the competitive climate for starting the business, give answers to who
is the competition on the market, as well as see if the market has room for more players or
not.
MARKET AND INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
ABC is a start-up company of an individual entrepreneur that will provide electric vehicle
charging in the United Kingdom. The product will be a unique charging box, which will
offer variable power output that will allow a slow to fast charge at the customer choice. In
order to help ABC to place its product on the market an overview of the market and the
industry will be made to perceive the upcoming trends, opportunities and threats from the
outside factors that can influence its work.
The client’s product will be a unique charging box for charging electric vehicles. That
means that a matter of interest in this business plan will be the electric vehicles industry
and more specifically the electric vehicle charging market. In the electric vehicles market
there are three types of electric vehicles:


BEV – (EVs) - Battery Electric Vehicle (Pure electric vehicles)



PHEV and HEVs – (Plug-In) Hybrid Electric Vehicle



FCEV – Fuel-cell Electric Vehicle

Because the fuel-cell electric vehicles are still in development phases and provide many
challenges, the further analysis will focus on the battery and hybrid electric vehicles. The
demand and the use of these electric vehicles will be the key point for determining the
demand for the charging boxes.
In 2016 according to Global EV Outlook 2017 report, there was a new record of new
electric cars registrations worldwide. There were over 750 thousand new sales worldwide.

Also, according to this report until 2015, the United States had the largest portion of the
global electric car stock, but in 2016 China became the country with the largest electric car
stock worldwide. China and the United States take the biggest portion of global electric car
stock and the United Kingdom is on the sixth place in the world as shown in the chart
below. Also, United Kingdom has electric car market share close to 1.5% in the global
market.

The global market for electric vehicle charging has a positive growth, worldwide, with a
significant rise in the adoption of electric vehicles in the past few years. Increasing
awareness, ongoing environment-friendly efforts across the globe and technological
advancements aimed at developing affordable charging solutions are stimulating the
growth of the electric vehicles market, which in turn, is driving the market of electric
vehicle charging systems.
According to Technavio’s market research “Global Electric Vehicle Charger Market 20162020” analysts predict the global electric vehicle charger market to grow at a CAGR of
more than 29% during the 2016-2020 period. In addition, Research and Markets in their
report Electric Vehicle Smart Charging: A Market Dynamics Report predict that there will
be 30 million battery electric vehicles (BEVs) to be in use worldwide by 2025.
In the last few years, there was a remarkable increase in the demand of electric vehicles
in the United Kingdom. According to Next Greencar Electric car market statistics, new
registrations of plug-in cars increased from 3,500 in 2013 to more than 130,000 by the
end of December 2017.

There has been a huge increase in the number of pure-electric and plug-in hybrid models
available in the UK as well. Numbers in the chart below show that the electric car
registrations per month are rising. And there is a new record of newly registered cars every
year. By the end of 2017, more than 47,000 plug-in cars had been registered, which
compared to 2016 is an improvement of more than 10,000 units. In the end of 2017, the
total electric cars registrations as a proportion of total UK registrations reached
2.9%. This shows that there is a high demand for an electric vehicle in the UK market and
that is even higher every year. National Grid has predicted that the number of electric cars
could surge to 9 million by 2030.
The key market driver that contributes the development of the UK market is government
incentives and grants for buying EV charger and infrastructure developments. Many
governments have initiated and implemented policies to stimulate and encourage electric
vehicle (EV) production and adoption. UK government is one of them. The UK
government offers a grant for electric cars provided by the Office for Low Emission
Vehicles (OLEV). This grant provides £500 off the cost of purchasing & installing a home
charging point. This kind of government stimulations helps the further development of the
market.

MARKET SEGMENTATION
The world electric vehicle charging system market has been segmented on the basis of
product type, mode of charging and charging voltage level.
I.

According to Allied Market Research report, Electric Vehicle Charging System
Market the electrical vehicle charging system market can be segmented by Product
Type on:


Home Charging Systems

Because residential (home) charging is convenient and inexpensive, most plug-in electric
vehicle drivers do their charging at home. Charging in a single-family home, usually in a
garage, allows customers to take advantage of low, stable residential electricity rates. But
the home installation of this kind of charger can be expensive. According to Inside EVs,
81% of the electric vehicle charging is done at home.


Commercial Charging Stations

Commercial charging offers charging solutions in different public places, government
institutions, and private business. This product type offers EV charging solutions for a
wide variety of commercial properties including offices, retail, hospitality and
industrial businesses. Commercial charging solutions can help companies to offer the
convenience to their employees, keep fleets energized and even to attract potential
customers.
This is the official segmentation by product type even though some institutions and
businesses that are part of this industry have identified more potential markets such as
workplace charging, built environment charging, commercial charging, charging around,
charging at destinations, etc.
II.

According to the same report listed before the electric vehicle charging system
market can also be segmented by Mode of Charging:


EV AC (Alternating Current) charger market

An AC charger supplies the vehicle’s onboard charger which in turn converts the AC
power to DC allowing the battery to be charged. The AC chargers dominate on the global
market. In the report, Global Electric Vehicle Charger Market 2015-2017 & 2022 from
Research and Markets has been listed that AC chargers had 88.3% of the market share

in 2015 and it is expected that by 2020 AC electric vehicle charger market is expected to
reach 17.56 million units.


EV wireless charger market

The use of wireless charging systems eliminates the need to carry multiple chargers,
thereby efficiently addressing concerns related to the battery life. However, the adoption of
wireless charging technology in automotive is marred by several challenges. One of the
major challenges is the lack of universal standard and incompatibility with several existing
devices. According to the same report from Research and Markets listed above wireless
chargers are freshly generated into the market and have a share of only 3.1%.


EV DC (Direct Current) fast charger market

DC fast charger bypasses the onboard charging device, supplying power directly and safely
to the vehicle’s battery. DC chargers are second in domination on the global market. This
kind of chargers are faster than the AC chargers. DC electric vehicle charger market is
predicted to reach 2.13 million units, growing at a CAGR of 34.53% by 2020 according to
the same report listed before.
III.

The electric vehicle charging system market can be segmented by Charging
Voltage Level as well:


Level 1 (0V-120V)



Level 2 (121V-240V)



Level 3 (241V and above)

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES
Potential customers in the electric vehicle charging market are the people that own electric
vehicle. Like is said earlier more than 130 000 plug-in electric vehicles have been
registered in the UK up until December 2017 they are the potential customers and it is
expected an enormous increase of this number in the future.
According to an article from DMV.COM, electric vehicle buyers are younger and richer
than those who buy conventional cars. Their study shows that EV buyers have a higher
income than those who buy comparable internal combustion engine vehicles and that EV
buyers are younger as well.

The survey Consumer Preference in Plug-In EV Charging Options obtained data that
shows that people would prefer control to convenience in many charging scenarios and
also that renewable energy sources are an important component. According to this survey,
65% of the respondents said they would prefer to prioritize renewable energy sources
rather than settle for standard optimized charging. This means that most of the EV
owners are “eco-friendly” and care about the environment. Also, 84% of the respondents
would like to be able to “reverse charge,” or feed electricity from their vehicles back to the
public grid in exchange for reduced rates or other compensation. This kind of charging
may help to reduce charging during peak times.
In a survey from Deloitte "Unplugged: Electric vehicle realities versus consumer
expectations", is stated that most of the consumers surveyed expected an electric vehicle to
recharge its battery in two hours or less. In the chart below is shown cumulative percentage
of how the respondents answered by countries. In the chart, we can see that 81%
respondents in the UK said that they expect their EV to recharge in 1 hour or less.
Which means that they expect chargers that charge faster. Other 19% answered that they
expect their vehicle to recharge in 8 hours or less, 40% 4 hours or less, and 63 % 2 hours or
less.

Another survey Preferences of potential users of electric cars related to charging - A survey
in eight EU countries showed that respondents prefer home recharging. Average 69.9% of
respondents answered that they prefer home recharging, of which 20.3% to use home
exclusively to recharge, while 49.6% would also have to use public infrastructure due to
expected long distances. Also according to this survey, respondents living in small cities
(<100,000 inhabitants) prefer to charge at home and even those respondents that live in
larger cities and do not own a private parking place at this moment would prefer to charge
at home.

INDUSTRY TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
In the electric vehicle market, there are trends that support the fast development of the
market. According to Research and Markets report Global Electric Vehicle Charger Market
2017-2021 there are few trends that are key:


Powering EV charging stations with renewable energy

Another trend in the market is powering EV charging stations through renewable energy.
The use of renewable energy to power EV charging stations for reducing the demand for
electricity from power grids has been in the talks for many years. Charging stations
powered by solar panels is one such trend in the industry. The decreasing price of solar
panels and their easy installations on business buildings and shopping malls are driving
this trend in the market.


Ultracapacitors in EV energy storage system

Ultracapacitors store energy electrostatically, whereas batteries produce energy via a
chemical reaction. For automotive manufacturers, this difference means an economical,
versatile power delivery technology more beneficial than batteries. Coupled with batteries
in a hybrid system, ultracapacitors improve the range and performance of trucks,
passenger, and delivery vehicles.


V2G charging and storage system

The vision behind the high-tech Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and Vehicle-to-Home (V2H)
solutions are to supply your home entirely with your own solar power.


Stringent approval rules for establishment of a charger unit

One challenge in the market is stringent approval rules for the establishment of a charger
unit. A service provider that intends to install a charging station must gain approval from
local governments in terms of regulatory mandates, plot owners in case of the installation
are on a private property, utility providers for the energy transfer, and importantly energy
providers for a large amount of energy needed in these stations without interruptions.
Creating a complete business structure for the establishment of charger stations is complex
as many stages are involved in the value chain.

COMPETITION OVERVIEW
From the information presented above, it can be concluded that the industry is on the rise
and therefore, the market is a competitive place. Many of the companies are relatively new,
which is reasonable, considering that the EV charging industry is new as well. In this
chapter, the closest direct competitors will be furthermore analyzed on the basis of the
product type they offer, the charging speed, warranty, design and other favorable features.
The indirect competition subchapter will identify the possible competitor groups and the
impact they could have on the company’s work.
DIRECT COMPETITION
A company’s direct competitors are all the companies that offer the same or slightly
differentiated product, in this case, all the companies that offer an EV home charging
solution. During the research for competitors, the following companies were identified as
closest competitors and each of them is furthermore analyzed.
Podpoint is a UK based company that offers solutions for
home charging, commercial charging, workplace charging
and built environment.
The company’s home charging solution consists of two different kinds of chargers:
tethered and socketed. The former one is cable and is available with 2 different types of
connectors, while the socketed one is wireless so your own cable can be attached. The
products are eligible for the OLEV grant, which covers £500, and have a three-year
warranty.
The prices with the OLEV grant and installation included are the following:
-

3.6kW Solo Charger - £279

-

7kW Solo Charger - £359

-

22kW Solo Charger - £999

The products are durable, weatherproof, built to last, made in UK and Wi-fi connected as
standard. A comparison of EV charging solutions points out that the only additional value
feature is the PCB Design.

Chargemaster PLC offers 4 types of solutions: for
home, for business, for public sector and POLAR
Network.
This company also offers socketed and tethered chargers with a three-year warranty,
available at different speeds: 3.7kW, 7kW, 11kW, 22kW. Additionally, a lockable unit
with charging data provided is available. The products are stylish, robust and
weatherproof, for indoor or outdoor use, also eligible for the OLEV grant.
Considering there is no information about the different products’ prices, the previously
mentioned comparison was used for additional info: According to this source, the products
also have PCB Design, and the price for the cheapest option (for a 32 amp) with the OLEV
grant and installation included is £279.
Rolec is a big company that despite the EV
solutions, offers leisure and marina services and
other power solutions as well.
The EV home charging points are also OLEV eligible and have a three-year warranty.
Here are the product offers:
-

WallPod: EV Ready - a low cost, future-proof solution that, as well as providing
EV charging in Mode 2 format (easily upgradable to full Mode 3) to satisfy
planning, also doubles up as an outdoor IP65 rated domestic 13amp maintenance
socket.

-

WallPod: EV HomeCharge - a low-cost, entry-level home charging unit, designed
to offer full Mode 3 fast charging to every Electric Vehicle on the market. It is
available socketed or tethered.

-

WallPod: EV MultiMode - This range comprises entry-level home charging units
designed to offer full Mode 3, 16amp (3.6kW) or 32amp (7.2 kW) fast charging to
all-electric vehicles. This unit also provides an IP65 rated 13amp domestic socket,
ideal for home/garden maintenance, and is available in two tethered cable versions.

-

WallPod: EV HomeSmart - Designed to provide a Smart EV charging solution
for the home, this system can monitor and record all EV charging activity and
history at a given property and, via GPRS or WiFi, communicate with the Power
Portal back office to relay this information to a third party - which can then be used

for reporting, analyzing and preparing statistics. The EV Driver can switch on/off
the charging point and monitor their account and kWh consumption using their
Smartphone. The unit comes complete with a built-in modem, Mode 3 controller,
MID approved kWh meter, protective switchgear, electrical contractor and GPRS
signal antennae if required.
-

WallPod: EV EconomyBoost - The WallPod: EV EconomyBoost, available in
tethered cable or socket versions, is a cost-effective home charging unit designed to
offer full Mode 3, 16amp or 32amp, fast charging to every Electric Vehicle on the
market. This unit features a time clock and boost button, allowing the charging of
the EV to initiate at off-peak times/rates. The ‘Boost’ button can be pressed to
override the time clock to provide instant EV charging.

The comparison mentioned a few additional features of the 32 amp unit that make Rolec
the company that offers the best value, such as optional lock, modular design, optional
kW meter and a Type RCD included.
Viridian EV satisfies only two market segments:
charging at home and charging around but offers
customization with many products and accessories.
Viridian EV charge point is eligible for OLEV grant and a three-year warranty home
charging solution. Low maintenance, rugged and reliable are the key characteristics of this
product, with a value plus of the high level of engineering and high-quality parts used to
ensure reliability. The company offers both single and three phase charging cables and 16
amp and 32 amp rated cable.
The company doesn’t offer much info about the products prices and additional features, but
the comparison shows that the cheapest 32 amp point is available for £250. The features
this site mentions are the modular design, the optional kW Meter and the type RCD
included.
EO Charging offers the following charging solutions:
at home, at work and at destinations. Additionally, the
company offers EO software and Intelligent Energy
service.

The company offers a range of simple and intelligent chargers eligible for OLEV and with
a three-year warranty. The basic chargers come with no software, just plug in and instantly
get a charge, while the Genious brings the intelligence. These are their products:
-

EOLEV Basic home charger - Chargers every EV on the market (you must bring
your cable), basic socket with no auto-lock, power ratings: 3.7kW // 7kW // 11kW
// 22kW

-

EO Mini home charger – Universal socket, Power Ratings: 3.6kW // 7.2kW

-

EO tethered home charger (type 1 & 2) - Tethered Cable Attached, 2 Plug
Options, Power Ratings: 3.7kW // 7kW

-

EO Genious charger - Manage chargers from eoCloud, Control from a
smartphone (eoAPP), Over-the-air remote software upgrades, Chargers every EV
on the market (you must bring your cable), Power Ratings: 3.7kW // 7kW // 11kW
// 22kW.

The prices are unavailable, but according to the comparison by EV charging solutions, the
cheapest 32 amp unit is available for £299. EO charging’s product is valued as best style
product and has a modular design.
Circontrol is a company that offers many products for
efficient

parking

and

intelligent

EV

charging

solutions.
The EV charging solutions include 3 product series: Wall box, Post and DC charger series.
The wall post series includes a home charging solution that offers a five-year warranty
which is currently the best offer on the market, also eligible for OLEV grant:
-

eHome – Designed to be installed both indoor and outdoor, low-cost, robustness,
and user-friendly operation. Able to charge smoothly all the EV brands of the
market in Mode 3, by just connecting its tethered cable either with a type 1 or type
2 connector. Additional specifications can be found at this link.

-

BeON - Its intelligent sensor, easily added to the usual protection panel at home,
dynamically adjusts electric vehicle’s consumption if the house system is about to
be overloaded. eHome BeON measures and interprets the housing consumption
generates the corresponding signal and sends it to WallBox eHome charging
station, which interprets and modifies its output current accordingly. eHome BeON

uses the moments when the house is using less power to charge the EV saving
money and energy.
The prices are unavailable on the company’s website and they require a quotation, so
according to the mentioned comparison, the cheapest 32 amp unit is available for £279 and
this company is rated best for warranty. Additional product features mentioned on the
website are: Lockable, modular & PCB design, optional kW meter, and a type RCD
included.
From the analysis of the 6 closest competitors, it can be concluded that Rolec offers best
value products: with the cheapest price and many features included. PodPoint on the other
hand, offers the highest priced products with fewer features compared to Rolec products,
while eHome by Circontrol is the warranty leader on the market. As the comparison clearly
shows, none of these companies offers variable power output that will allow a slow to
fast charge at the customer choice.
INDIRECT COMPETITION
By definition, the indirect competition consists of all the companies whose products or
services are not the same but that could satisfy the same consumer need. In this case,
considering that the company’s idea is to provide a home-charging solution for EV, the
indirect competitors can be defined as all the companies that offer other kinds of charging
solutions as well, such as workplace charging, commercial charging, built-environment
charging, charging around, charging at destinations, etc. Customers can charge their car at
the workplace or by commercial charging instead of home charging, so these companies
are considered as indirect competition as they do not offer the same product but offer a
substitute.

PEST ANALYSIS
The purpose of the PEST analysis is to research and analyze the business climate in the
country the company will work in and determine whether the business climate is favorable.
The business climate can be determined by analyzing the Political, Social, Economic and
Technological environment the company will work in. The key findings from the PEST
analysis of the UK relevant for the business are presented in the table below.

Economical

Political

Factors

Key findings
The United Kingdom is a unitary state under a constitutional monarchy and Queen
Elizabeth II is the monarch and head of state of the UK. The UK Parliament has an
elected House of Commons and an appointed House of Lords.
On 23 June 2016, the United Kingdom voted in a referendum to leave the European
Union ('Brexit'). This political step can have a debatable impact on the country’s
economy.
The UK government pledged a £290 million sum to boost the industry of low
emission vehicles. £80m of this amount is dedicated to improving charging
infrastructure for electric vehicles.
The Plug-In Car Grant covers 35% of the cost of a car (up to a maximum of £4500
depending on the model) and 20% of the cost of a van, up to a maximum of £8000.
Fully electric vehicles costing less than £40,000 are exempt from the annual road tax.
The Electric Vehicle Home charge Scheme (EVHS) provides grant funding of up to
75% towards the cost of installing electric vehicle charge points at domestic
properties across the UK. (OLEV Grant, by the Office for Low Emission Vehicles).
The UK is an economically stable country – UK’s 2017 economy was ranked 5th
globally by projected GDP.
The UK taxation policy offers Entrepreneurs' relief: lifetime allowance – up to £10
million. The personal income allowance is £11,850 (compared to £11,500 2017/18)
and tax rates vary between 19% and 46%.
The Office for National Statistics said household spending rose by 0.5% in the third
quarter but was just 1% higher than a year earlier – the slowest annual growth since
early 2012.
Consumer spending was a key driver of growth in the third quarter, however, the rise
in spending centred on households’ basic needs such as electricity, gas and fuel, as
well as housing rent and transport.

Social

UK’s population is growing, becoming more diverse and more people are living
alone.
The 5 most populous cities in the UK are London, Birmingham, Liverpool,
Nottingham and Sheffield
The UK is ranked 12th in terms of quality of life.

Technological

The technology sector in the UK is larger than the rest of Europe combined; it has
been one of the fastest growing sectors in the UK over the last decade and has a
ranking of 3rd best place in the world in the Global Innovation Index in 2016.
The UK's technology economy has strengths in electronic systems, communications,
data management and analytics, data centers, cloud services, artificial intelligence,
cyber, semiconductor design and sensors.
One of the 12 tech trends that will define 2018 is: Electric vehicles (EVs) and ridesharing are taking over the traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle
market, and it could reach a tipping point in 2018.

Key political factor that will affect our business is the government grants that provide grant
funding of up to 75% towards the cost of installing electric vehicle charge points at
domestic properties across the UK. This means that more owners of electric vehicles will
be encouraged to install home charging box. Taxation relief is also a very important
economic factor for the businesses that are starting. The UK worldwide is very high ranked
in terms of quality of life that means that the population in the UK should afford to buy an
electric vehicle and a charging box. The UK has high developed technology sector and
technology economy has very strengths, starting a business in this kind of environment is a
big advantage.

INTERNAL ANALYSIS
The internal analysis will showcase how the business will actually function. It will expand
upon the business’ competencies and aspects that could be improved in the future. The
internal analysis will provide insights which will enable ABC operations to run smoothly,
reach bigger client base, and leave customers satisfied with both, product and service. The
business model will detail how the business will operate at its core. The following
subchapter will elaborate on how the business can promote itself, expand their inventory
and their products on the market. The process workflow will display how the main process
that generates money for the business will unravel, and lastly, the organizational structure
will familiarize the reader of the business plan with who are the persons behind this
business and how the business will be structured.
BUSINESS MODEL
The purpose of this business is providing electric vehicle charging in the United Kingdom.
The product will be a unique charging box, which will offer variable power output. The
goal is to supply EV chargers to the public and business within the UK.
ABC will be manufacturing and assemble the products. The electronic components of the
product and the printed circuit boards will be sourced from wholesalers.
The costumers will have an alternative to obtain ABC products online on their website,
with the direct order in their office and through resellers.
ABC will help customers obtain grant approval from OLEV. When that is done the
company will install the charging solution.
MISSION AND VISION
Mission: “Our Company’s goal is to manufacture/assembly as well as the installation of
our own designed EV chargers to the public and business within the UK.”
Vision: “Our vision is to extend our business to an expanding market throughout Europe
and even worldwide.”

MARKETING PLAN 4P-ANALYSIS
The marketing mix analysis is focused on analyzing the four crucial elements of the
business: the product, its price, the promotion and the distribution (place).
The product’s positioning and characteristics must be precisely defined, as well as the
pricing strategy that will be used, the promotional tactics that the business will use to
achieve the set promotional goals and the marketing channels that will be used for the
product.
PRODUCT
The product is an item that is built or produced to satisfy the needs of a certain group of
people. The product can be intangible or tangible as it can be in the form of services or
goods.
ABC will offer EV charging solution. Charging electric vehicles is quite a change from the
more traditional method of filling up on gas. ABC aim is to make unique charging box
that will offer variable power output to allow a slow to fast charge at the customer’s
choice. Home charging provides a certainty in terms of a reliable location to charge, even
allowing users to charge their cars overnight. The product housing will be made out of
injection molded plastic from a recyclable source. The box will have a modern,
appealing design that will help to distinguish the product from the competitors’.
There will be two types of chargers basic and smart. For these two types, there will be two
charging levels from 3KW – 7 kW charger, and 11KW – 22 KW Charger. The smart
chargers will be Wi-Fi compatible with an App to allow customers to view the level of
charge, the time left to full charge and other.
The products that our company will offer are:
I.

Basic 3KW – 7 KW Charger

II.

Basic 11KW – 22 KW Charger

III.

Smart 3 KW – 7 KW Charger

IV.

Smart 11KW – 22 KW Charger

PRICE
The price strategy should be consistent with the company’s strategy that comes from the
company’s mission and vision. There are a few possible pricing strategies, each one of
them adequate for achieving a different goal and suitable for a different kind of business.
Basic 3KW – 7 KW Charger

£750.00

Basic 11KW – 22 KW Charger

£875.00

Smart 3 KW – 7 KW Charger

£1000.00

Smart 11KW – 22 KW Charger

£1250.00

ABC will offer EV home charging solution at an affordable price. ABC offers lower prices
for its products compared to the direct competitors analyzed in the competition chapter
products prices. According to the prices for 7 KW charger of the competitors in the table
below can be noticed that ABC offers the
lowest price.
Vendors

use

a

competitive

pricing

strategy when several other businesses sell
the same product and there is little to
distinguish one vendor from another. This
pricing strategy is used when a company in
new in the market and want to attract
customers by adding products prices that
are lower from the competitors.
PROMOTION
The Promotion is a very important component of marketing as it can boost brand
recognition and sales. Promotion is comprised of various elements like Sales Organization,
Public Relations, Advertising, and Sales Promotion.
For a start-up company, the promotional goals should be set with the main focus on raising
awareness, so people can be acquainted with the company’s work. Later in the business,

the promotional goals can be more quantitative and precise as well as linked to the sales
goals.
ABC has already designed the company logo, which will make the company easily
memorable. That will also add to the brand and company recognition. The company will
have their own website that will be attractive and easy to use.
Primarily, ABC can use online marketing, using social media, advertisements, and banners
on websites that the potential customers visit often.
The social media’s rapid growth and usage have made this an important promotional
channel. The most popular social media for promotion are Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter. The advantage of this channel lies in it being cost-effective.
Advertisements and banners on websites that are visited by the targeted segment can
also be a good choice for promotion, considering the digital opportunities for the
advertisement that can make it noticeable to attract customer’s attention.
Another way to promote the company is by printing flyers and brochures or renting a
billboard close another charging point. Setting these promotional materials close to
another station or public charging point where people that own EV charge their vehicles
can be very effective. In this way people that own EV will get to know for ABC and the
home charging solution that they offer.
Later in the business, when the company registers its own brand and logo, the IMK
(Integrated marketing communication) concept can be implemented. This concept
focuses on synchronization of the company’s communication, so every promotional
channel will send the same promotional message and synergy will be achieved, with
reducing the chances of sending mixed messages. This synchronization refers to all the
promotional channels: mass media, online channel, publicity and public relations, etc.

PLACE
The last P of 4P – the place, refers to the product’s distribution channels. ABC will sell
their products across the United Kingdom. The charging solution can be obtained through
these distribution channels:
I.

Online – The customers will be able to order and to pay their charging box online.

II.

Direct – The costumers order the charging box directly to ABC’s office. ABC will
arrange the OLEV grant for the customer greatly reducing the cost to the customer.
Also, the company will approach directly councils, shops, and other commercial
outlets that will want to have an electric vehicle charging facility at their properties
and car parks.

III.

Through Resellers – The Company will contact car dealerships to sell the charging
solution. ABC and car dealerships will build an interface where they can log into
and directly order the charger for a customer buying an electric car.

IV.

Industry Trade Fairs – The Company will attend industry trade fairs to access the
commercial customers and the public directly.

PROCESS WORKFLOW
The process workflow of the company helps to see the bigger picture and understand all
the work stages of the activities that each stage includes. To get the business up and
running, there is a lot of work that needs to be organized and done orderly. Below is
presented the company’s process workflow.

The process workflow of ABC is can be divided into 5 stages. The initial two stages are
about the product itself. These two stages are about manufacturing/assemble and packaging
the product.
In the third phase, ABC will dedicate to obtain costumer’s grant approval from OLEV
greatly reducing the cost to the customer.
The fourth phase is to obtain a payment. And when that is done ABC will install the
product.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
ABC will be a limited company founded by 3 partners: XYZ, XZY, and ZYX. These
founders will be responsible for managing the company and its operations, more
specifically;


XYZ, - Office, sales and admin accounts



XZY, - Installation



All three of them - Design and assembly

The business’s organizational structure will be fully agile. This means that the company
will work with extremely reduced structural hierarchy, with a cross-functional, selforganizing and empowered team. Every team member will be responsible for the delivery
of the product from design to completion.
The agile structure means that employees will
work as collaborating partners towards
common goals and outcomes, but ultimately
independent of action. This organizational
structure will create a strong pro-active
company that is positioned to adapt to the
changing needs of the customers and changing
the

environment.

The

team

member’s

accountability and authority will create a team
that understands the company’s goals is
willing to work hard to achieve them. This will result in a strong and healthy
organizational culture with meaningful values.

SWOT ANALYSIS
The analysis that follows has the purpose of establishing the strengths and weaknesses of
the business venture. It will also showcase the potential threats and opportunities. The
aspects that influence the well-being of the business, come from the business’ external and
internal environment. With the knowledge garnered from the analysis, the business will be
able to guide itself through the uncertainties and potential threats with greater ease and
have a clear focus on achieving their goals.
STRENGTHS
The strength of a business comes from the business itself, meaning it’s an internal factor
that can be controlled and influenced by the business/company. Generally, business
strengths involve strengths in the organization and business processes, the way the
business is structured, working culture, human resources etc. Below are presented ABC top
strengths:


Recycled element - The product housing will be made out of injection molded
plastic from a recyclable source. This is a strength for ABC because it shows
company’s care for the environment.



Competitive pricing – Compeered to the competition the product will have lower
and more affordable price.



Modern and appealing design – the charging box will have a unique and
appealing design that will make it stand out from the competition. With this
appealing design, the product will distinguish from the competitors.

WEAKNESSES
The weaknesses of the business are the factors that hinder the success of the business. They
can be influenced and changed, and it’s best to identify them as soon as possible so proper
actions in avoiding/overcoming them are taken. The company’s biggest weaknesses are:


New on the market – the company name and brand are unknown to the public,
people may take a long time before trusting the company and their services.



Low initial capital - As almost every startup company, ABC deals with low initial
capital and will have to wisely allocate its resources in order to achieve financial
stability.

OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities are an external factor. The business has no control over this matter. They
tend to happen because of external reasons. For this reason, there was made an external
analysis that pointed the specific factors and its influence. Political, economic, social or
even technological reasons may give rise to opportunities. ABC will have these
opportunities on the market:


OLEV grant – there is an opportunity to build a home installation with the benefit
of an OLEV (Office for Low Emission Vehicles) grant to help with costs of
installation.



Growing market of people about to buy or thinking of buying an EV – There is
an exploding market for EV in the UK and it is expected in the future to continue to
rice.



Growing technology sector in the UK - the UK has high developed technology
sector and technology economy has very strengths, starting a business in this kind
of environment is a big advantage.



The high quality of life in the UK - the UK worldwide is very high ranked in
terms of quality of life that means that the population in the UK should afford to
buy an electric vehicle and a charging box.

THREATS
Threats are negative and external and they are elements in the environment that could
cause trouble for the business. This means that threats do not benefit your company, but
there is nothing you can do to stop them from coming about.
Threats are like opportunities in that you cannot change their frequency, or purposefully
bring them about, but you can still choose how to approach them and deal with them. ABC
threats are:



Rising competitiveness on the market - this may be a threat to the company
because the market is emerging and there is a risk that many new competitors will
enter the market.



Brexit and its impact on the UK economy - this political step can have a
debatable impact on the country’s economy.

Strengths:




Recycled element.
Competitive pricing.
Modern and appealing design.

Weaknesses:



New on the market.
Low initial capital

Opportunities:
Threats:
 OLEV grant.
 Rising competitiveness on the
market.
 Growing market of people about to
buy or thinking of buying an EV.
 Brexit and its impact on the UK
economy.
 Growing technology sector in the
UK.
 The high quality of life in the UK.

RISK ANALYSIS
Risk analysis is the systematic study of uncertainties and risks that we encounter in
business, public policy, and many other areas. Risk analysts seek to identify the risks
faced by an institution or business unit, understand how and when they emerge and
estimate the impact (financial or otherwise) of adverse outcomes.
The purpose of the risk management section is to look at the weaknesses and threats of the
business more closely, view and assess the risk of failure, as well as provide possible
solutions on how to avoid them if possible.
The probability of the “risk” occurring, will be rated on a scale to 5, with 1 being the
lowest and 5 the highest grade and the “risk” impact on the business will be rated in the
same manner. When the risk probability and impact values are multiplied, a total risk value
is gained. The total risk value presents the intensity of the risk it has on the business, where
25 is the highest and 1 is the lowest value. Below is a risk analysis for ABC.

Risk
New on the market

Probability
5

Impact
5

Total
25

Action
Risk Mitigation
This weakness can be overcome by creating a
strong brand image. More time should be
spent on promotion, in order to increase
brand awareness and customer loyalty. The
IMK (Integrated marketing communications)
can be a good choice for reducing this risk.

Low initial capital

3

5

15

Risk Acceptance
This company’s weakness is predictable,
considering the business is a start-up. But if
the initial capital is allocated and spent
wisely this shouldn’t be a big problem.

Rising competitiveness in the
market

4

Brexit and its impact on the UK
economy

3

4

16

Risk Acceptance
Although the competitiveness of the market
is rising, this risk can be accepted,
considering that the market has a great
consumption power and the demand is higher
every day.

3

9

Risk Mitigation
This political step can have a debatable
impact on the country’s economy. But this is
a new beginning for the UK which will be
influenced by a strong government policy and
the success of negotiations with the EU and
the rest of the world. And the interests and
the rights of the UK companies will be
protected.

FINANCIAL PLAN
The financial plan represents the process of evaluating businesses, projects, budgets and
other finance-related entities to determine their performance and suitability. Typically,
financial analysis is used to analyze whether an entity is stable, solvent, liquid or profitable
enough to warrant a monetary investment. This is done by making financial assumptions
on the various expenses, costs, as well as the ways the client’s business will earn revenue,
in a projected period of 3 consequential years. In the following paragraphs, each section of
the financial plan will be separately detailed and thoroughly explained. The financial plan
will cover the income statement and the cash flow statement.
Firstly, we will present the general assumptions:
•

We set the sales projection for 12 months of sales for 3 years. We made

assumptions of an average quantity sold for the three years consequently. For the first
model Basic 3KW – 7 KW Charger the quantity sold monthly will be 30 chargers at a price
of £750, for the second model Basic 11KW – 22 KW Charger the quantity sold monthly
will be 10 chargers at a price of £875, for the third model Smart 3 KW – 7 KW Charger the
quantity sold monthly will be 5 chargers at a price of £1,000 and for the fourth model
Smart 11KW – 22 KW Charger the quantity sold monthly will be 5 chargers at a price of
£1,250.
•

The Direct cost for the products refers to the direct costs attributable to the

production of each product, the commission for dealerships and the direct salaries of the
employees who assemble, design and make installation of the product. In our case, we
assume that the cost of a commission for dealerships will participate with around 3% of the
sales. The direct costs for the products will be from £80-£100 depending on the type of
charger.
•

For now, the company does not plan to have employees there will be three partners

with an annual average salary of £20,000. The first three months of the first year the
partners will not take a salary. Regarding the company’s process of work, all three of them
participate in the assembling designing and installation of the products. The salaries for
this operations are direct costs. Only 50% of the annual XYZ‘s salary will be for the office,
sales and admin accounts that is an indirect cost.

•

Indirect costs for the company are the cost of the rent that will be £1,500 per

month. Also here we added monthly costs for marketing, we assumed that the costs will be
£500 monthly.
•

Investment Costs - We made an assumption that the initial investments will be

£4,000. The cost for the website is £2,000, and the cost of the application is £2,000.
•

The initial capital of the company will be £150,000.

INCOME STATEMENT
An income statement is a financial statement that reports a company's financial
performance over a specific accounting period. Financial performance is assessed by
giving a summary of how the business incurs its revenues and expenses through both
operating and non-operating activities (direct and indirect costs). It also shows the net
profit or loss incurred over a specific accounting period.
The income statement will begin with displaying the anticipated total revenues the business
will earn the first three years of operating. The revenue from selling the four types of
chargers is estimated to be £510,000 for each year.
Profit & Loss Statement

Total Revenues

£

1st year
510,000.00

Direct cost:
Direct costs for dealerships
Total direct costs for products
Direct costs for salaries
Total Direct Costs

£
£
£
£

7,650.00
50,700.00
37,509.03
95,859.03

£
£
£
£

7,650.00
50,700.00
50,012.04
108,362.04

£
£
£
£

7,650.00
50,700.00
50,012.04
108,362.04

£

414,140.97
81.2%

£

401,637.96
78.8%

£

401,637.96
78.8%

Indirect cost:
Salaries
Rent/ Utilities
Marketing

£
£
£

7,500.00
18,000.00
6,000.00

£
£
£

10,000.00
18,000.00
6,000.00

£
£
£

10,000.00
18,000.00
6,000.00

Total Overheads

£

31,500.00

£

34,000.00

£

34,000.00

Earnings before Interest, Tax

£

382,641

£

367,638

£

367,638

Gross Profit
% of Revenues

£

2nd year
510,000.00

£

3rd year
510,000.00

and Depreciation (EBITDA)
% of Revenues

75.0%

72.1%

72.1%

Interest Expanses
Earnings Before Tax (EBT)

£

0
382,641

£

0
367,638

£

0
367,638

Less: Corporate Tax

£

72,702

£

69,851

£

69,851

Net Profit

£

310,699

£

297,787

£

297,787

% of Revenues
Cumulative profit

60.9%
£

310,699

58.4%
£

608,486

58.4%
£

906,273

Next, our income statement showcases the direct costs that are necessary for the business’s
work. In this category, the total costs for the products, the dealership, and the direct costs
of salaries per year will be displayed. After adding together those costs, the figure that
we’ll get will represent the total direct costs for that particular year, £95,859.03,
£108,362.04, and £108,362.04 for each year respectively.
The indirect costs represent the costs that are not directly connected to the products. Our
business recognizes the indirect costs for salaries, marketing expenses, and rent/utilities.
Once those indirect costs are added together, the total overhead expenses will be
established. Those overhead expenses are the expenses that the business must cover, no
matter if the business does or does not possess the necessary financial funds.
Earnings before interest & tax (EBIT) is an indicator of a company's profitability,
calculated as total revenues minus total direct and total overhead expenses, excluding tax
and interest. For the forecasted period of 3 years, the Earnings before Interest & Tax are
estimated at £382,641 for the first year and £367,638 for the second and the third year.
Lastly, the net income is calculated by subtracting the yearly income tax (19.0%) from the
earnings before tax. The net profit prognosis for the forecasted period is that the business
will function with a surplus of £310,699 in the first year and in the second and the third
£297,787.

CASH-FLOW STATEMENT
The cash flow statement details the amount of cash and cash equivalents entering and
leaving a company. The CFS also allows investors to understand how a company's
operations are running, where its money is coming from, and how it is being spent.
Cash Flow Statement
1st year
Net Income

2nd year

3rd year

£306,699

£297,787

£297,787

0

0

0

£306,699

£297,787

£297,787

0

0

0

Investment

£4,000

0

0

Cash Flow from Investing Activities

£4,000

0

0

Bank Overdraft

0

0

0

Loan Principle

0

0

0

Paid-in Capital

0

0

0

Cash Flow from Financing Activities

0

0

0

Net Cash Flow

£310,699

£297,787

£297,787

Add: Beg, Cash

£150,000

£460,699

£758,486

End, Cash

£460,699

£758,486

£1,056,273

Depreciation
Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Sale of investments

The cash flow from operating activities for the first operating year is £306,699 and in the
second and the third year is £297,787.
Cash flow from investing activities is an item on the cash flow statement that reports the
aggregate change in a company's cash position resulting from any gains (or losses) from
investments. The plan, for now, is to invest only the first year with £4,000.
Cash flow from financing activities shows investors the business’ financial strength. A
positive number of cash flow from financing activities means more money is flowing into
the business than flowing out, which increases the business’ assets. Negative numbers can
mean the business is servicing debt. There is not cash flow from financial activities here
because the beginning capital is from personal loans.

The net cash flow is calculated after the cash flow from operating, investing and financing
activities are added up together, and they equate to £310,699 in the first year of operations
and £297,787 in the second and the third year.
The cash at the end of the period is equal to a sum of the net cash flow and the cash at the
beginning of the period. For the first year, the cash at the end of the year will be equal to
£460,699. At the end of the third year will be £1,056,273.

